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TERM 2, WEEK 1 TUTORIAL 
 
LESSING’S EMILIA GALOTTI (1772)  
 
In the first five weeks of the Spring Term we will be looking at G.E. Lessing’s Emilia 
Galotti. The most important thing is to make sure you have read the whole text before the 
start of term. So obviously you will need to make sure you have bought a copy of the text 
before you go home this December! Please make sure you buy the up to date Reclam edition 
of the plays otherwise we will waste a lot of time trying to find the place.  
 
Lessing, Emilia Galotti (Stuttgart: Reclam, 2001). Reclam Nr. 45 [ISBN: 3-15-000045-9] 
 
Schiller, Friedrich, Kabale und Liebe (Stuttgart: Reclam, 2001). Reclam Nr. 33 [ISBN: 3-15-
000033-5] 
 
The bookshop should have these but they can also be ordered from www.amazon.de 
 
You may find that this takes you a little longer to read than some of the other texts you are 
studying. So don't leave your reading until the last minute! We're aiming to cover one act of 
the play per week. Don't worry if you can't answer every question on the worksheets; the 
sheets are meant to be a guide to direct you in your reading to some of the more important 
issues. 
 
You will also find some images and short clips of material from recent productions of both 
Emilia Galotti and Kabale und Liebe on the website: 
 

• www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/german/undergrad/undergraduatemodules/ge109/resou
rces/emilia_galotti/ 
 

• http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/german/undergrad/undergraduatemodules/ge109
/resources/kabaleundliebe/ 

 
Please note that tutorials will start in the FIRST week of Term 2. That means that you will 
need to be  in a position to discuss the first act of Emilia Galotti on either the first or second 
day of term!! 
 
The first tutorial will deal with Act I of Emilia Galotti. In order to focus your reading you 
might like to reflect on the following questions which we will be exploring in the Week 1 
tutorial. 
 
 
 
 



Week 1  “Bittschriften, nichts als Bittschriften”: the representation of the ‘Hof’ 
 
 
1.  The Prinz and the court 
 
What is the Prinz’s attitude to the affairs of state for which he is responsible? How does this 
shape our initial impression of him in the opening scene of the play? Is it positive or 
negative? What do you make of the way he signs the death warrant in Act 1 Scene 8?  How 
would you describe the kind of political power he wields? 
 
The play is set in Italy during the renaissance period; but can you identify any characteristics 
of the Prinz that he might have in common with eighteenth-century rulers in Germany? 
(Think back to the very first introductory lectures to the course!). Are there any indications as 
to the social status of (a) the painter, Conti, and (b) the Marchese Marinelli? 
 
What sort of impression do we get of the court generally in this opening act of the play? 
 
 
2.  The Prinz’s attitude to women 
 
In Act 1 Scenes 1-3, we learn something about the Gräfin Orsina (NB. she will reappear in 
Act IV!): what is her connection to the Prinz — and what is his attitude towards her?  
 
Both the Gräfin Orsina and Emilia Galotti first ‘appear’ in the play as portraits (cf. scene 4)! 
What do we learn about the women from their portraits? How does the Prinz react to the 
portraits?  
 
What is the relationship between Prinzessin Massa and the Prinz (cf. Act I, Scene 6)? What is 
the Prinz’s dilemma, and what sort of ‘solution’ does Marinelli propose? 
  
What sort of language does he use when talking about Emilia Galotti (a) with the painter, 
Conti (cf. Act I Scene 4), and (b) with his chamberlain, Marinelli? (Act I, Scene 6)?  
 
Is the Prinz in love with Emilia Galotti? How would you characterise the Prinz’s attitude to 
women generally? 
 
 
3.  Looking ahead 
 
We will be looking at Marinelli’s role a little more closely in Week 3. But it is probably a 
good idea to start thinking now about how you characterise the nature of his relationship to 
the Prinz (cf. Act I, Scene 6). 



 
TERM 2,  WEEK 2 TUTORIAL 
 
LESSING’S EMILIA GALOTTI (1772)  
 
 
“Gott! Gott! wenn dein Vater das wüßte!”: the representation of the family 
 
 
1.  The father/head of household: Odoardo 
 
We have already been introduced to Odoardo before we see him on stage — cf. Act I, Scene 
4: how does the Prinz view him?  
 
Why is Odoardo’s arrival ‘unerwartet’. Where does he live? Why does the family not live 
together? What does he think about the place his wife and child have chosen to live in (see 
especially Act II Scene 4)? What is his view of the Prinz and the court? What is his attitude 
to his daughter? What do you make of his remark (at the end of Act II, Scene 4): ‘Das gerade 
wäre der Ort, wo ich am tödlichsten zu verwunden bin!’? 
 
During the course of Act II we are presented with a variety of perspectives on Odoardo: how 
does Claudia view her husband? And how does Graf Appiani see his future father-in-law? 
What word keeps recurring? 
 
What do you make of the fact that he leaves even before his daughter has returned? Based on 
what you have learned about him from his behaviour in this act and from what the other 
characters tell us about him, how would you describe Odoardo’s character? 
 
 
2.  The mother/wife: Claudia 
 
What is Claudia’s attitude to her daughter’s impending marriage? 
 
What do you make of the fact that Claudia has chosen to live in the town? How does she 
justify her decision? What is her view of the court?  
 
How does she view the Prinz’s interest in her daughter and her daughter’s prospects 
generally? 
 
How would you characterise Claudia? What sort of person is she? How does Odoardo view 
her (and his daughter)? 
 
 
3.  The daughter: Emilia 
 
Why is Emilia not at home when her father arrives? Where has she been and what has 
happened? How would you describe her emotional state when she first enters on stage? How 
does she view what has happened?  
 
Does the text offer us any clues as to her attitude towards the Prinz? 
 



How would you characterise the relationship between mother and daughter? What advice 
does Emilia receive from her mother? Is it good advice — or do you think it is flawed?  
 
Do the exchanges between Emilia and her mother offer us any clues regarding Emilia’s 
relationship to her father? 
 
What other location (apart from that associated with her father and her mother) is Emilia 
particularly associated with in the play? 
 
 
4.  The future son-in-law: Appiani 
 
We have already had a view of Graf Appiani — during the exchange between the Prinz and 
Marinellini (in Act I Scene 6) — before he enters on stage. What is this view, and what does 
it tell us about the social consequences of his impending marriage to Emilia? 
 
What is Odoardo’s view of his future son-in-law (in Act II Scene 4)? How does Appiani view 
Odoardo — and what does this suggest about his character? 
 
How would you describe Appiani’s emotional state when he first appears on stage in Act II, 
Scene 7? Does the text offer any explanation for this (cf. Act II Scene 9)? 
 
How would you evaluate the relationship between Appiani and Emilia? Where does he 
intend to spend his married life (cf. Act I Scene 6) — and what are the implications of this? 
What is his motivation for marrying her? 
 
 
5.  Pockets of guilt 
 
How does Angelo succeed in manipulating Pirro? What does this tell us about human 
psychology? How would you interpret Pirro’s remark (in Act II Scene 3) ‘Ha! Laß dich den 
Teufel bei einem Haare fassen, und du bist sein auf ewig!’ How does the Pirro-Angelo 
episode relate (a) to the development of the plot, and (b) to the issues raised in Act II 
generally? 



 
TERM 2,  WEEK 3 TUTORIAL 
 
LESSING’S EMILIA GALOTTI (1772)  
 
 
“Wollen Sie mir freie Hand lassen, Prinz”: Marinelli and the role of a servant at court 
 
 
1.  Marinelli: the ‘Kammerherr’ (Act I, Scene 6) 
 
Marinelli is the Prinz’s ‘Kammerherr’ or chamberlain. How would you characterise the 
relationship between the Prinz and Marinelli? Is it just an ‘official’ relationship between 
master and servant — or is there more to it than that (look at the way the Prinz talks to 
Marinelli)? What sort of things do they talk about — and what does that tell us about the kind 
of things Marinelli does for the Prinz?  
 
What solution does Marinelli propose to the problem presented by Prinzessin von Massa? 
What does this suggest about Marinelli’s attitude to women generally? 
 
How does Marinelli view Graf Appiani? What does this tell us about his character? 
 
What do you make of the Prinz’s remark ‘O ein Fürst hat keinen Freund! Kann keinen 
Freund haben’? Is there any truth in this? What do you make of Marinelli’s response: ‘Und 
die Ursache wenn dem so ist? — weil sie keinen haben wollen’? Is he correct in his 
‘diagnosis’? 
 
What are the implications of Marinelli’s remark: ‘Wollen Sie mir freie Hand lassen, Prinz? 
Wollen Sie alles genehmigen, was ich tue?’ What does Marinelli promise to do vis-à-vis 
Appiani at the end of the scene? 
 
Does  this scene have an effect on the way we view the Prinz? If so, how? 
 
 
2.  Rulers, servants and responsibility (Act III, Scene 1) 
 
Marinelli begins by reporting on his exchange with Appiani (which we have witnessed in Act 
II Scene 10). How does his report of the encounter differ from what actually happened? Why 
do you think he does this? 
 
How does the Prinz react to the failure of Marinelli’s scheme? How does he treat him? 
 
How does the following extract relate the play as a whole in terms of the question of taking 
(and denying) responsibility for one’s actions:  
 

Der Prinz  Ei! wofür der Mann nicht alles stehen will! Nun dürft’ ich ihm nur noch ein 
Kommando von meiner Leibwache geben, und er legte sich an der Landstraße damit in Hinterhalt 
und fiele selbst funfziger einen Wagen an, und riss’ ein Mädchen heraus, das er im Triumphe mir 
zubrächte. 
Marinelli  Es ist eher ein Mädchen mit Gewalt entführt worden, ohne daß es einer gewaltsamen 
Entführung ähnlich gesehen. 
Der Prinz  Wenn Sie das zu machen wüßten, so würden Sie nicht erst lange davon schwatzen. 



Marinelli   Aber für den Ausgang müßte man nicht stehen sollen. – Es könnten sich 
Unglücksfalle dabei ereignen –  
Der Prinz  Und es ist meiner Art, daß ich Leute Dinge verantworten lasse, wofür sie nicht 
können. 

 
What happens immediately after this speech. How does Marinelli’s remark ‘Ich habe 
nochmals Ihr Wort’ relate to his earlier remark (in Act 1 Scene 6): ‘Wollen Sie alles 
genehmigen, was ich tue?’ Why is Marinelli so anxious not to have to take responsibility for 
what has happened? 
 
How does the Prinz react when he discovers what has happened? Can he legitimately claim 
to have been misled or tricked? 
 
 
3.  Guilt and responsibility (Act IV, Scene 1) 
 
The scene opens with Prinz demanding of Marinelli ‘Ich muß... Licht von Ihnen haben’: what 
is it he wants to be enlightened about? What do you make of his remark: ich bin unschuldig 
an diesem Blute’? Is he? What do you make of Marinelli’s explanation? Is it reasonable?  
 
What is the significance of the Prinz’s remark: Ihren Angelo wird man für das Werkzeug und 
mich für den Täter halten...’ ? What is it that the Prinz is so desperate to preserve? Why does 
Marinelli respond in a manner that is described as ‘kalt’ and ‘gleichgültig’? What is the 
effect of this on the Prinz?  
 
What is Marinelli’s view of Emilia’s mother, Claudia? Is his view of her different to that of 
the Prinz? 
 
Towards the end of the scene, Marinelli attempts to turn the tables on the Prinz and defends 
himself by asking ‘Was läge an meinen Anstalten? daß den Prinzen bei diesem Unfalle ein so 
sichtbarer Verdacht trifft?’ — what is the incident to which he is referring that has made the 
Prinz appear in such a suspicious light? 
 
How does the balance of power between the Prinz and Marinelli fluctuate in the course of 
this scene? Does this have a bearing on our view of the Prinz? Does our view of Marinelli 
change over the course of the scene? 
 
 
4.  Other issues 
 
Is the murder of Appiani motivated by something other than Marinelli’s sense of loyalty to 
the Prinz? Is there any evidence in the text you can find to support this? 



  
TERM 2,  WEEK 4 TUTORIAL 
 
LESSING’S EMILIA GALOTTI (1772)  
 
‘Wer über gewisse Dinge den Verstand nicht verlieret, der hat keinen zu verlieren’: Die 
Gräfin Orsina −  an outsider at court? 
 
1.  Orsina ‘off-stage’ (Act 1) 
 
As with many of the characters in the play, we are introduced to the Gräfin Orsina before we 
actually see her on stage. How does the Prinz react to the arrival of her letter in Act 1 Scene 
1? How does the Prinz react to Conti’s news (Act 1 Scene 2) that he has finished the portrait 
of Orsina? What do you make of the Prinz’s remark ‘vielleicht finde ich in dem Bilde wieder, 
was ich in der Person nicht mehr erblicke’ (Act I Scene 3) What does that suggest about their 
relationship?  
 
What is Conti’s opinion of his portrait of the Gräfin Orsina (Act I Scene 4)? When Conti 
reports the words of the Gräfin (he refers to her as ‘das Original’) – ‘Ich bin zufrieden... 
wenn ich nicht häßlicher aussehe’ – what does that suggest about her character? Although 
Conti claims that he has painted Orsina simply as she is, the Prinz disagrees, and claims that 
certain traits of her character have been omitted: what does he think has been left out – and 
what does this tell us about the way the Prinz perceives Orsina?  
 
In Act 1 Scene 6, the nature of Orsina’s relationship to the Prinz is spelled out during the 
exchange between Marinelli and the Prinz. What does she want from the Prinz and what does 
he want from her? 
 
 
2.  Orsina and Marinelli (I): Act IV Scene 3 
 
Why has Orsina come to Dorsalo? Why did the Prinz not read Orsina’s letter? 
 
What do you make of Orsina’s remark about her relationship with the Prinz when she says: 
‘Gleichgültigkeit! Gleichgültigkeit an die Stelle der Liebe? – Das heißt nichts an die Stelle 
von etwas.’ What does that tell us about her character? What criticism of Marinelli is implied 
by her reference to Marinelli as a ‘nachplauderndes Hofmännchen’? 
 
How would you characterise the power relations between Orsina and Marinelli? Orsina is, in 
terms of rank, Marinelli’s social superior – she is a Gräfin whereas he is a Marchese. In what 
ways is the difference in their social standing affected by the difference in gender? What 
does the remark ‘Ein Frauenzimmer, das denkt, ist ebenso ekel als ein Mann, der sich 
schminkt’ tells us about gender stereotypes in late eighteenth-century German society and, in 
particular, male attitudes towards women? 
 
How would you interpret her behaviour towards the end of Act IV, Scene 3? What do you 
make of her remark to Marinelli: ‘So lachen Sie doch!’? What sort of laughter is this? To 
what extent does she correspond to the way the Prinz characterised her (in Act I Scene 4)? To 
what extent does she correspond to Marinelli’s characterisation of her as a ‘Närrin’ (in Act I 
Scene 6)? 
 



3.  Orsina and Marinelli (II): Act IV Scenes 5 & 6 
 
What does Orsina make of the Prinz’s fleeting appearance in Act IV Scene 4? To what extent 
does Orsina grasp just what’s going on? How would you characterise the tone of her dialogue 
with Marinelli? Comment on the theatricality of the way she puts her points across.  
 
How does Marinelli try to counter her accusation that ‘Der Prinz ist ein Mörder’? What does 
she threaten to do at the end of the scene? What would be the effect of this? When Odoardo 
enters up in Act IV Scene 6, why does Marinelli not want to leave her alone with Odoardo? 
How does Marinelli prepare Odoardo for what he is going to hear in the following scene. 
 
 
4.  Orsina and Odoardo (Act IV Scenes 7 & 8) 
 
What does Orsina imply when she says ‘Der Bräutigam ist tot, und die Braut – Ihre Tochter – 
schlimmer als tot.’ (Clue: what does Odoardo mean when he says: ‘Denn ich kenne nur ein 
Schlimmeres’ ?). Comment on the use of the word ‘Verstand’ in this scene and, in particular, 
Orsina’s remark ‘Wer über gewisse Dinge den Verstand nicht verlieret, der hat keinen zu 
verlieren’. What do you make of her remark ‘Wirkt es, Alter! wirkt es’? What is this ‘es’ that 
she is referring to? What does she give to Odoardo? What was her intention in bringing it to 
Dorsalo – and what is her intention in giving it to Odoardo?  
 
What does her remark ‘Aber Gift ist nur für uns Weiber, nicht für Männer’ suggest about the 
way she views gender roles in her society? In the last long speech of Act IV Scene 8 she 
comments on her place in the Prinz’s affairs: what does she say and what does this tell us 
about gender roles in this society? 
 
What is the final image that we are left with at the end of this scene? (What is a ‘Furie’?) 
 
How do you interpret Odoardo’s description of Orsina (at the end of  Act IV Scene 8) as 
‘eine Dame von großem Verstande’? How does this relate to the way the term ‘Verstand’ has 
been used in the previous scenes and especially the remark ‘Wer über gewisse Dinge den 
Verstand nicht verlieret, der hat keinen zu verlieren’.  
 
What do you make of the fact that both Orsina and Claudia ‘leave the play’ as it were at the 
end of Act IV? 



 
TERM 2,  WEEK 5 TUTORIAL 
 
LESSING’S EMILIA GALOTTI (1772)  
 
‘Eine Rose gebrochen, ehe der Sturm sie entblättert’: Why does Emilia die? 
 
 
1.  Family values and ‘höfische Intrige’: Act V Scenes 3-5 
 
What is Marinelli’s view of what is going through Odoardo’s head in the opening speech of 
Act V Scene 1? Is he correct in his assessment of Odoardo? 
 
By the end of Act IV, Odoardo has been fully appraised of the situation and, having sent 
away Claudia and Orsina, is determined to take his daughter home with him (‘Sie soll mit 
mir’). How do the Prinz and Marinelli frustrate Odoardo in Act V Scenes 3-5? Where does 
the Prinz intend to take Emilia (cf. Act V Scene 5)? Where does Odoardo suggest she should 
go? What are the implications of these two locations? When the Prinz appears to ‘give in’ 
Marinelli intervenes and declares that mother and daughter should not be housed together: 
why not? How does he justify this? When the Prinz subsequently suggests that Emilia should 
be housed in the residence of his Kanzler Grimaldi how does Odoardo react? How do you 
think the actor playing the part of Odoardo would say the line ‘Das Haus eines Kanzlers ist 
natürlich eine Freistatt der Tugend’? (Keep track of the use of the term ‘Tugend’ in this act 
bearing in mind that it is one of the key ‘bürgerlich’/bourgeois values). 
 
Odoardo has three soliloquies in Act V (Scenes 2 and 4): each offers us different insights into 
the father’s thought processes. What do we find out about his state of mind in Act V Scene 
2? What does he mean when he says ‘ich soll noch kälter werden’? What do we find out 
about his state of mind in Act V Scene 4? What is it that he objects to so strongly? What does 
he mean by saying ‘Wer kein Gesetz achtet, ist ebenso mächtig, als wer kein Gesetz hat’? 
What do we find out about his state of mind in Act V Scene 6? How would you interpret his 
laughter in this scene? (Does it remind you of anything we have already looked at?!) 
 
 
2.  Father and daughter: Act V Scene 7 
 
When Emilia appears in Act at is Odoardo’s first impression of Emilia’s state of mind? How 
does it compare to Odoardo’s? How would you apportion the balance of reason and emotion 
between the two characters? To what extent do their states of mind correspond to/contradict 
with gender stereotypes?  
 
Why is Odoardo initially disconcerted by Emilia’s calm? To what does he attribute the fact 
that she is so calm (‘Ruhe’)? What kind of reassurance does he get from her that prompts him 
to say ‘Ha! wenn du so denkest!‘?  
 
In this scene Lessing sets up a conflict between free will (‘der Wille’) – represented here by 
Emilia – and the use of force (Gewalt) represented by the Prinz. What do you make of 
Emilia’s remark: ‘wer kann der Gewalt nicht trotzen? Was Gewalt heißt, ist nichts: 
Verführung ist die wahre Gewalt’? Does Lessing point to a flaw or weakness in Emilia’s 
character here? If so, what does it consist in? What does Emilia propose as the solution to the 
impasse in which she finds herself? 



 
Why is it important that it is not Emilia herself who is responsible for the stabbing? How 
does she persuade her father to do the deed? When Emilia utters the words ‘Eine Rose 
gebrochen, ehe der Sturm ihn entblättert’ what do the images ‘Rose’, ‘Sturm’ and 
‘entblättern’ refer to? 
 
 
3.  Apportioning blame: Act V Scene 8 
 
How do you read Odoardo’s remark ‘Gott, was hab ich getan’? (at the end of the previous 
scene Act IV Scene 7)? Does Lessing point to a flaw in Odoardo’s character here?  
 
Who is to blame for Emilia’s death? Is it Emilia (who persuaded her father to stab her) or is it 
Odoardo (who actually held the dagger)? 
 
What do you make of the tension (or perhaps contradiction?) between Odoardo’s remark that 
Emilia’s blood demands vengeance (‘...in diesem Blute, daß wider Sie um Rache schreiet’) – 
a remark that implies that he holds the Prinz to blame for what has happened – and his 
unambiguous confession of his own guilt: ‘Ich gehe und liefere mich selbst  in das 
Gefängnis’? 
 
What does Odoardo anticipate will happen next – and what is the likely outcome given what 
we have seen in the play already? 
 
Who is the ‘Richter unser aller’ to which Odoardo refers in his final speech? What are the 
implications of this remark for an understanding of Odoardo’s system of values? 
 
How does the Prinz respond to the question of guilt? Why does Marinelli want to kill himself 
– and why does the Prinz not allow him to do so? 
 
What do you make of the Prinz’s final remark ‘Ist es zum Unglück so mancher, nicht genug, 
daß Fürsten Menschen sind: müssen sie auch noch Teufel in ihren Freund verstellen?’ What 
light does this throw on the Prinz’s character? How far is he responsible? (How does the 
Devil do his work?) 
 
 
4. Wider issues 
 
What sort of criticism of Absolutist society does Lessing present in the play as a whole? 
What are the prospects for the exercise of individual free will? 
 
Is there something flawed about Odoardo’s concept of virtue or ‘Tugend’? Does Emilia die, 
as her father’s devoted daughter, in order to uphold his principles? And if so, is that 
something you find problematical? 



 
WEEK 7 TUTORIAL 
 
SCHILLER’S KABALE UND LIEBE (1784)  
 

“Ah! Ich vergaß, daß es noch außer ihm Menschen gibt”: love – a private world? 
 
1.  At home with the Millers: Act 1 Scene 1 
 
The first few pages of this play are (linguistically) rather difficult – so don’t let that put you 
off. The key idea is that Herr and Frau Miller are discussing the liaison between their 
daughter (Luise) with Ferdinand, the (aristocratic) son of Präsident von Walter. (NB. 
Ferdinand is sometimes referred to as the Baron or the Major during the course of the play). 
 
How would you describe the (‘bürgerlich’) setting of the Miller household? How does Miller 
view his daughter’s liaison with Ferdinand? What does he think are Ferdinand’s intentions 
vis-à-vis Luise?  What does he think will become of her?  How does Frau Miller view the 
relationship (and her husbands concerns)? 
 
When Miller declares his intention to go and see the Präsident (at the very end of scene 1) 
what is he going to tell him? 
 
2. The visit from Wurm (Act I Scene 2) 
 
Wurm – who hopes to marry Luise – is referred to as ‘Herr Sekertare’ – an indication that he 
is a character in a similar position to Camilo Rota in Emilia Galotti). How does Frau Miller 
view him? What is Miller’s view of a potential marriage between Wurm and his daughter? 
What do Wurm’s words: ‘Ein väterlicher Rat vermag bei der Tochter viel...’ suggest about 
the way that marriages are normally conducted in this society? Is there any contrast in the 
way the father-daughter relationship is presented here and the way it was presented in Emilia 
Galotti? How does Miller view Wurm as a person? What would the advantages – if you think 
there are any! – be of a marriage to Wurm?  
 
Schiller goes out of his way to provide a number of different perspectives on the lovers, 
Luise and Ferdinand, before we actually see the lovers on stage. What sort of effect does this 
have on the spectator/reader? 
 
3. The lovers (Act 1, Scenes 2-3)  
 
In these scenes Schiller shows how the lovers view their relationship. 
 
When Luise arrives where has she just returned from? How does Luise see her relationship 
with Ferdinand? What kind of parallel does she draw between her love for Ferdinand, and 
worshipping God? What do you make of Miller’s words ‘ich kann dir ihn nimmer geben’? 
Why not? What do you think goes through Miller’s mind as he says them? What does Luise 
think constitutes the major obstacle to her love for Ferdinand? How does she view their 
prospects? 
 
How would you characterise Ferdinand’s entry into the action at the start of Scene 4 (look at 
the stage directions)? What do his initial questions suggest about his character? What doe 
these questions suggest about Luise’s state of mind? How does he respond to Luise’s 



suggestion that the barriers of social class will prove insurmountable? What do you make of 
his remark ‘Ich bin des Präsidenten Sohn’? What is he implying? Is there a contrast between 
the way he and Luise view their liaison? If so what? Can we relate this to (a) class, and (b) 
gender?  
 
 
 



 
WEEK 8 TUTORIAL 
 
SCHILLER’S KABALE UND LIEBE (1784)  
 

“Sage mir, Ferdinand: Wem tat ich dies alles?”: intrigue −  the public sphere? 
 
1.  Fathers and sons: Act 1 Scene 7 
 
In Act 1 Scenes 5-6, we have seen how Wurm informs the Präsident of the liaison between 
his son, Ferdinand, and Luise. Ferdinand’s father wants – for political reasons – his son to 
marry Lady Milford. Wurm, needless to say, has no objections. In Scene 6, the foppish 
Hofmarschall von Kalb, is informed of his role in gossiping about the news of Ferdinand’s 
‘forthcoming marriage’. 
 
In Scene 7 we witness the confrontation between father and son. How would you characterise 
the relationship between the two men?  
 
How did the Präsident arrive at his current position of power? How does he try to justify 
this? What view does his son take of the way his father has ascended the ladder of power? 
What are Ferdinand’s ambitions for the future? In Act 1 Scene 7, Ferdinand exclaims ‘Weil 
meine Begriffe von Größe und Glück nicht ganz die Ihrigen sind’: what does the Präsident 
mean by ‘greatness and happiness’ – and how does it differ from what Ferdinand understands 
by these terms? 
 
Why does the Präsident want his son to marry Lady Milford? How does Ferdinand respond 
to the news that he is to marry Lady Milford? (What do his reactions tell us about her public 
reputation?) When the Präsident proposes an alternative – the utterly respectable Friederike 
von Ostheim –  Ferdinand rejects her as well revealing that, as the Präsident puts it ‘Es war 
nicht die Person, sondern die Heurat [ = Heirat], die du verabscheutest’. What is it that the 
Präsident has found out/had confirmed? 
 
 
 
2. Lady Milford – an outsider at court (Act II, Scenes 1-2) 
 
At the very end of Act 1, Scene 7, Ferdinand sets out to see Lady Milford. What is he 
resolved to do? 
 
As you read the scenes in which Lady Milford appears, try to consider the ways in which she 
is similar to/different from the Gräfin Orsina in Emilia Galotti. 
 
How does Lady Milford view the life at court? How does she view her lover, the Fürst (a 
character who never appears on stage and who is sometimes referred to as ‘der Herzog’)? 
How does Lady Milford summarise her own character (what is implied by the words ‘ein 
großes feuriges Herz’)? When Lady Milford confesses to her maid ‘Gib mir den Mann, den 
ich jetzt bedenke’ to whom is she referring? What does she intend to do? What is it that she 
explains to her maid when she says: Du und die Welt stehen im Wahn, sie sei eine 
Hofkabale... sie ist das Werk – meiner Liebe’? 
 



In Act  1, Scene 2 the ‘alter Kammerdiener’ enters with the jewels: how is it that the Herzog 
has been able to purchase such expensive gifts for his mistress? What does this suggest about 
the Fürst and the political structures in this dukedom? When Lady Milford says ‘Schrecklich, 
schrecklich gehen mir die Augen auf’ – what is she referring to? What does Lady Milford’s 
decision to donate her jewels to help the families who suffered in a recent fire suggest about 
her character? 
 
3. Lady Milford – Ferdinand (Act II, Scene 3)  
 
What is Lady Milford’s state of mind immediately prior to Ferdinand’s arrival (i.e. at the end 
of Act 2, Scene 2)? How does Ferdinand treat her initially (cf. end of Act 1, Scene 7)? When 
he describes himself as a ‘Mann von Ehre’, a ‘Kavalier’ and an ‘Offizier’ what does he imply 
about the way he regards Lady Milford? Lady Milford is ‘eine Britin’ – but Ferdinand 
accuses her of having betrayed her national origins: what values does Ferdinand associate 
with being British and in what way has Lady Milford – in his opinion – betrayed them? 
 
Lady Milford, as the Herzog’s mistress, is a powerful figure who could have Ferdinand 
arrested for the way that he talks to her. Instead she tells him her life story. How does 
Ferdinand’s attitude towards her change as she recounts it (look at the stage directions on pp. 
35-37)?  
 
Try and identify the salient features of Lady Milford’s story. What kind of social class is she 
identified with? Why did she have to flee from England? How and where did she meet the 
Herzog? How did she view what happened to her (‘Der Fürst überraschte meine wehrlose 
Jugend – aber das Blut der Norfolk empörte sich in mir’)? When Lady Milford claims that 
‘ich nahm dem Tyrannen den Zügel ab, der wollüstig in meiner Umarmung erschlappte’ what 
sort of influence is she claiming to be wielding at the court?  
 
What does she confess to Ferdinand at the end of the scene? How does Ferdinand respond? 
How does Lady Milford react (‘Meine Leidenschaft, Walter, weicht meiner Zärtlichkeit für 
Sie. Meine Ehre kann’s nicht mehr...’) ? 
 
How does our sympathy for Lady Milford change over the course of the scene? Do we 
identify with Ferdinand? What impression of Lady Milford are we left with at the end of Act 
2, Scene 3?  



 
WEEK 9 TUTORIAL 
 
SCHILLER’S KABALE UND LIEBE (1784)  
 
“Zwang erbittert die Schwärmer immer, aber bekehrt sie nie”: how does the plot against 

Ferdinand und Luise work? 
 
In Act II, we looked at the big exchange between Lady Milford and Ferdinand. Having 
returned to the Miller’s home, Ferdinand is surprised there by the arrival of his father, the 
Präsident. In Act II, Scene 7, Miller insults the Präsident (‘...mit Buhlschaften dien ich nicht’; 
p. 45) and as a result is thrown into prison. What is behind Ferdinand’s threat to his father 
(‘unterdessen... erzähl ich der Residenz eine Geschichte, wie man Präsident wird; p. 48)? 
 
1.  New modes of manipulation: Act III Scene 1 
 
The Präsident’s first attempt to bring about a marriage between Ferdinand and Lady Milford 
has not worked: how would you read Wurm’s commentary on the matter: ‘Zwang erbittert 
die Schwärmer immer, aber bekehrt sie nie’ (p. 49)? What sort of problems does Wurm 
allude to and anticipate?  Is Wurm’s advice completely impartial – or does he have an 
ulterior motive? 
 
Wurm points out that Ferdinand’s principles have been shaped by studying at university 
(‘Die Grundsätze, die er aus Akademien hierherbrachte, wollten mir gleich nicht recht 
einleuchten’): How would you characterise Ferdinand’s principles - and how do they fit in to 
the ideas of politics and social class  that we have been studying? 
 
When Wurm says to the Präsident: ‘Machen Sie ihm das Mädchen verdächtig’ (p. 50), what 
kind of approach is he suggesting they adopt? Is there any evidence from what we have 
already seen in the play that exploiting Ferdinand’s feelings of  jealousy is likely be an 
effective strategy?  
 
How do they intend to manipulate Luise? When the Präsident says ‘Einen Eide? Was wird 
ein Eid fruchten, Dummkopf?’ (p. 52), what does this tell us about the attitudes of the 
aristocracy and the middle classes respectively towards oaths? 
 
In what ways does the relationship between Wurm and the Präsident mirror that of Marinelli 
and the Prinz in Emilia Galotti? 
 
 
2. Luise and Ferdinand: Act III, Scene 4 
 
Just prior to this scene (in Act III, Scene 3), the Präsident tells the foppish Hofmarschall that 
he must pretend to be having a liaison with Luise, and although the latter is reluctant (‘Aber 
bedenken Sie doch... meine Reputation bei Hofe’; p. 56) he is persuaded by the thought that 
he might fall from favour were he to refuse. 
 
In Act 3, Scene 4, we see the lovers alone together, and in the course of the scene the 
difference in their respective outlooks becomes clearer and more pronounced. See if you can 
summarise the major differences. You might think about the following questions: 
 



What is Luise’s state of mind at the beginning of the scene? What does Ferdinand propose 
they should do? How does she react to his suggestion? How does he try to convince her? 
What sort of values are implied by Luise’s remark ‘Ich habe einen Vater, der kein Vermögen 
hat als diese einzige Tochter? (p. 59) What is Ferdinand’s attitude to his father? 
 
What do you make of Luise’s remark: ‘Man verliert ja nur, was man besessen hat, und dein 
Herz gehört deinem Stande (p. 59)? Is she right when she says: ‘Ich bin die Verbrecherin... 
mein Unglück ist meine Strafe’ (p. 60)? 
 
When Ferdinand declares: ‘Ich entfliehe Luise. Wirst du mir wirklich nicht folgen? (p. 60), 
Luise replies ‘Meine Pflicht heißt mich bleiben und dulden’: to what extent are their choices 
determined by their class backgrounds? How does Ferdinand interpret Luise’s reluctance to 
accompany him? Is he justified? 
 
 
3. Luise and Wurm: Act III, Scene 6 
 
Wurm not only operates on behalf of the Präsident – he also has his own agenda: what is it 
exactly? He starts by telling Luise that her father is in prison (‘Im Turm’; p. 62) and that her 
mother is in the workhouse (‘Im Spinnhaus’; p. 62): how does Luise react to this news? How 
does Wurm react when she says that she will complain to the Herzog (p. 63)? What sort of 
response can she expect from the Herzog – according to Wurm?  
 
When Wurm ‘reports’ her father’s words ‘Meine Luise... hat mich zu Boden geworfen. 
Meine Luise wird mich auch aufrichten’: what kind of emotional levers is he applying? 
When she asks him ‘Was muß ich tun? – what is the first condition he sets? What is the 
purpose of the letter that he subsequently dictates to her? How would you account for the fact 
that she agrees to the demands he makes?  Can we interpret this in terms of class attitudes? 
What about the fact that she agrees to swear an oath (especially in the light of what we have 
discussed in connection with Act III, Scene 1)? 
 
When Luise says; ‘Sie sind auf dem Wege, sich etwas Entsetzliches zu wünschen’ – what is 
it that Wurm wants (and which Luise finds so ‘entsetzlich’)? 
  



 
WEEK 10 TUTORIAL 
 
SCHILLER’S KABALE UND LIEBE (1784)  
 

“Ist lieben denn Frevel, mein Vater?”: tragedy or the triumph of bourgeois virtue? 
 

 
You may need to remind yourself of the key events in Act IV before tackling the questions 
relating to Act V. In Act IV, four important developments take place that advance the plot. 
First, in Act IV, Scene 2, we discover that Ferdinand has received the letter ‘written’ by 
Luise to Hofmarschall von Kalb (and is clearly convinced by its contents: ‘Das also war’s, 
warum man sich so beharrlich der Flucht widersetzte’; p. 68). Second, even though the 
Hofmarschall von Kalb tells him that he has no interest in Luise, and that he (Ferdinand) has 
been set up (‘Sie sind ja betrogen... Ihr Vater - Ihr eigener leiblicher Vater’; p. 72), he is still 
convinced that Luise has betrayed him (Ferdinand interprets the words ‘Ihr Vater’ to mean 
her  – i.e.  Luise’s – father – and not ‘your father’ as the Hofmarschall intended). Third, the 
Präsident’s new approach to his son is to allow Ferdinand’s liaison with Luise: ‘Ferdinand: 
Diese Millerin... Präsident: ist es wert, meine Tochter zu sein’ (p. 74). Finally, during her 
confrontation with Lady Milford, Luise achieves an extraordinary growth in moral stature 
(Milfoird: O Luise, edle, große, göttliche Seele!’) thereby prompting Milford to turn her back 
on the world of the court and relinquish any claims she may have had upon Ferdinand. In 
short, any (external) obstacle to the love relationship has been removed. 
 
 
1.  Father and daughter: Act V Scene 1. 
 
What do you make of the setting of the opening scene of Act V (‘in dem finstersten Winkel 
des Zimmers’)? What is it that Miller accuses himself of doing when he says ‘Gott, Gott! 
Wenn ich mein Herz zu abgöttisch an diese Tochter hing?’ (p. 86). Is he right to chastise 
himself in your view? 
 
Luise is bound by her oath – and therefore cannot reveal the truth to her father. How does she 
think she might outwit Wurm (cf. ‘Eide, Vater, binden wohl die Lebendigen’; p. 87)? What is 
the implication of the letter she has written to Ferdinand? What are the implications of the 
remark: ‘Der dritte Ort ist das Grab’ (p. 88)? What sort of arguments (there are essentially 
two types) does her father use to try and dissuade her from following her chosen course of 
action? What do you make of her remark: ‘Daß die Zärtlichkeit noch barbarischer zwingt als 
Tyrannenwut’ (p. 90)? 
 
At the end of the scene, her father says: ‘Um einen Liebhaber bist du leichter, dafür hast du 
einen glücklichen Vater gemacht’ (p. 91): how would you see the triangular constellation 
between Luise - Ferdinand - Miller? What does Luise propose at the end of the scene – and 
why does it go wrong? 
 
2. Luise and Ferdinand: Act V, Scenes  
 
In Act V, Scenes 2, Ferdinand arrives and Miller begs him to leave (‘Gehen Sie, gehen Sie, 
Baron’; p. 92) – but to no avail. Ferdinand announces that Lady Milford has left the country 
and that his father is in favour of the liaison. That is the moment he chooses to confront Luise 



about the letter (p. 93). On p. 94, she does not deny that she wrote the letter  – ‘ich schrieb 
ihn’ – why not? What is the effect of her answer on him (at the end of Act V Scene 3)?  
 
After he has sent her to get him a  drink (Lemonade!), he is left alone with her father and 
receives confirmation that she is the man’s only daughter. What two thoughts come to the 
fore during Ferdinand’s soliloquy in Act V, Scene 4?  
 
During Act V Scene 5, Ferdinand offers Miller a purse of money: what does Ferdinand claim 
the money is for? What does Miller think he’s being paid for? What is it that Ferdinand is 
really trying to achive by giving Miller the money? (NB. Look at Miller’s remark in the final 
scene to Ferdinand after he has flung the purse down in front of him: ‘Behalt dein verfluchtes 
Gold! Wolltest du mir mein Kind damit abkaufen’ p. 110.) Does the fact that Miller accepts 
the money in Act V, Scene 5 make you revise your opinion of Miller?  
 
3. The denouement: Act III, Scenes 7 and 8 
 
At the end of  Act V, Scene 6, Ferdinand tips the poison into Luise’s drink. 
 
How has the relationship between the lovers changed since the opening scenes of the play? 
How does Ferdinand now view such sentiments as ‘ewige Liebe’? How would you describe 
his state of mind? Why does she still refuse to answer his question: ‘Luise! Hast du den 
Marschall geliebt? (p. 106). What is it that makes her change her mind and tell him that ‘Ich 
sterbe unschuldig, Ferdinand’ (p. 107)? What is the effect of her confession on Ferdinand? 
When Ferdinand draws his sword whom does he intend to kill? What is the significance of 
Luise’s words: ‘Sterbend vergab mein Erlöser’ (p. 107)?  
 
In the final scene everybody is present on stage. There are some distinct parallels between 
this scene and the final scene of Emilia Galotti: comment on these similarities, and, in 
particular, on the problem in apportioning guilt. The Präsident accuses his son: ‘Warum hast 
du mir das getan?” (p. 108); The son accuses his father: ‘Ich bin unschuldig – Danke diesem 
hier’ (p. 108); the Präsident accuses Wurm: ‘fordre diese Seelen von diesem (Er geht auf 
Wurm zu); p. 109. How does Wurm respond to the charge? What does he threaten to do? 
 
What do you make of the final exchange between Ferdinand and his father: (‘Er vergab 
mir!’)? How would you interpret the fact that the Präisident turns himself over to the law at 
the end of the play: Jetzt euer Gefangener’ (p. 110)? 
 


